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In order to meet the dJall~
of mvironmem and
development, Statesdecided to establish a new global
partnership. This pannership commits all Statesto
engagein a continuous and conStructive dialogue,
insp~ by the need to achieve a more efficient and
equitable world «Onomy, keeping in view the
increasing interdependenceof the community of
nations, and that sUStainabledevelopment should
become a priority item on the agenda of the international community. h is recognized that, for the
successof this new parmership, it is important to
overcome confrontation and to foster a climate of
genuine cooperation and solidarity. It is equally
important to Sm:ngthen national and international
policies and multinational cooperation to adapt to
the new realities.
Economic policies of individual countries and international economic relari~ both have great relevantt
to suStainabledevelopment. The reactivation and
acceleration of development requires both a dynamic
and a supportive international economic environment
and dctemtined policies at the nationallevd. h will be
frustrated in the absenceof either of thcsc requirements. A supportive external economic envitonment is
crucial. The developmmt processwill not gather
momentum if the global economy Iacks dynamism and
stability and is besetwith uncertainties. Neither will it
gather momentum if the developing countries are
weighted down by external indebtedness,if development finance is inadequatc, if barriers restrict accessto

marketSand if commoditypricesandthe tenDS of
trade of developing countries remain deprmed. The
record of the 19805 was essentially negative on each
of thesecounts and needsto be reversed.The policies
and measuresnceded to create an international
environment that is strongly supportive of national
development efforts are thus vital. International
cooperation in this area should be designedto
complementand support- not to diminish or subsume
- sound domestic economic policies, in both devdoped
and developing countries, if global progress towards
sustainable developmmt is to be achieved.
The international economy should ptovide a
supportive international climate for achieving
environment and development goals.
Governments recognize that there is a new global
effort to relate the elements of the international economic Systemand mankind's need for a safe and stable~
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natUral environmatt. Therefore. it is the intent of
Governments that consensus-building at the
intersection of the environmental and trade and
development areaswill be ongoing in c:xisting
international forums, as wdl as in the domestic
policy of each country.
A Promoting sustainable developmMlIrough

Bail...

b'ad8

Anopen,equitable,
secure,
n0n-

discriminatory and predictable multilateral trading
system that is consistent with the goals of sustainable
development and leads to the optimal distribution of
global production in accordance with comparative
advantage is of benefit to all trading partners.
Moreover, improved market accessfor developing
countries' exports in conjunction with sound
macrou:onomic and environmental policies
would have a positive environmental impact and
therefore make an important contribution towards
sustainable development.
Experience bas shown that sUStainabledevelopment
RXjuiresa commitment to sound economic policies
and management, an effective and predictable public
administration, the integration of environmental
concerns into decision-making and progress towards
democratic govemmenr. in the light of counrry-specific
conditions, which allows for fun participation of all
parties concerned. These attributes are essentiacl
for
the fu16lment of the policy directions and obj~ves
listed below.
The commodity scaor dominates the economies
of many devdoping countries in terms of production,
employment and export earnings. An important
feature of the world commodity economy iff dtc;;.198os
was the prevalcnce of very low and decIim.. real prices
for most commodities in international markets and a
resulting substantial contraction in commodity export
earnings for many producing countries. The ability of
those countries to mobilize. through interna~
trade. the resourcesneededto finance inVestn1ertts
required for sustainable development may be impaired
by this devdopment and by tariff and non-tariff
impediments, including tariff escalation, limiting their
accessto expo" markets. The removal of cxisting
distortions in international trade is essential.In particular, the achievement of this objective RXjuiresthat
there be substantial and progressive reduction in the

Harvestingcocoain
Indonesia.Thecommodity
sectordominatesthe
economiesof many
developingcountries
buthassufferedfrom
lowanddecliningprices
duringthe1980s.

about further liberalization and expansion of world
trade, enhancethe trade and development possibilities
of developing countries and provide greater security
and predictability to the international trading system.
ObjectivesIn theyearsahead,andtaking into account
the results of the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade
negotiations, Governments should continue to strive to
meet the following objectives;
a To promote an open, non-discriminatory and
equitable multilateral trading system that will enable
all countries - in panicular, the developing countries to improve their economic structures and improve the
standard of living of their populations through
sustained economic development;
b To improve accessto markers for exports of
devdoping countries;
c To improve the functioning of commodity markers
and achieve sound, compatible and consistent
commodity policies at national and international levels
with a view to optimizing the contribution of the
commodity sector to sustainable development, taking
into account environmental considerations;
d To promote and support policies, domestic and
international, that make economic growth and
environmental protection mutually supportive.
support and protection of agriculture - covering internal regimes, market accessand export subsidies- as
well as of industry and other sectors, in order to avoid
inflicting large losseson the more efficient producers,
especially in developing countries. Thus, in agriculture,
industry and other sectors, there is scope for initiatives
aimed at rtade liberalization and at policies to make
production more responsiveto environment and
development needs.Trade liberalization should
therefore be pursued on a global basisacross economic
sectors so as to contribute to sustainable development.
The international trading environment has been
affected by a number of developments that have
created new challengesand opportunities and have
made multilateral economic cooperation of even
greater importance. World trade has continued to
grow faster than world output in recent years.
However, the expansion of world trade has been un"
evenly spread, and only a limited number of developing
countries have been capable of achieving appreciable
groWth in their exports. Protectionist pressuresand
unilateral policy actions continue to endanger the
functioning of an open multilateral trading system,
affecting particularly the export interests of developing
countries. Economic integration processeshave intensified in recent years and should impart dynamism to
global trade and enhance the trade and development
possibilities for developing countries. In recent years, a
growing number of these countries have adopted
courageous policy reforms involving ambitious autonomous trade liberalization, while far-reaching reforms
and profound restructqring processesare taking place
in Central and Eastern European countries, paving the
way for their integration into the world economy and
the international trading system. Increased attention is
being devoted to enhancing the role of enterprisesand
promoting competitive markets through adoption of
competitive policies. The GSPhas proved to be a useful
trade policy instrument, although its objectives win
have to be fulfilled, and trade facilitation sttategies
relating to electronic data interchange (EDI) have been
effective in improving the trading efficiency of the
public and private sectors. The interactions between
environment policies and ttade issuesare manifold and
have not yet been fully assessed.An early, balanced,
comprehensive and successfuloutcome of the Uruguay
Round of multilateral trade negotiations would bting
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Activities
A International and regional cooperation and
coordination: Promoting an international trading system
that takesaccount of the needsof developingcountries
Accordingly the international community should:
a Halt and reverseprotectionism in order to bring
about funher liberalization and expansion of world
trade, to the benefit of all countries, in particular the
developing countries;
b Provide for an equitable, secure,nondiscriminatory and predictable international
trading system;
C Facilitate, in a timely way, the integration of all
countries into the world economy and the international
trading system;
d Ensure that environment and trade policies are
mutually supportive, with a view to achieving
sustainable development;
8 Strengthen the international trade policies system
through an early, balanced, comprehensive and
successfuloutcome of the Uruguay Round of
multilateral trade negotiations.
The international community should aim at finding
ways and means of achieving a better functioning
and enhanced transparency of commodity markets,
greater diversification of the commodity sector in
developing economies within a macroeconomic
framework that takes into consideration a country's
economic struct-ure, resource endowments and market
opponunities, and better management of natural
resourcesthat takes into account the necessitiesof
sustainable devdopment.
Therefore, all countries should implement previous
commitments to halt and reverseprotectionism and
funher expand market access,panicularly in areasof
interest to developing countries. This improvement of
market accesswill be facilitated by appropriate structural adjustment in developed countries. Developing
countries should continue the trade-policy refonns and
structural adjustment they have undertaken. It is thus
urgent to achieve an improvement in market access
conditions for commodities, notably through the
progressive removal of barriers that restrict imports,
particularly from devdoping countries, of commodity
products in primary and processedfoMs, as well as
the substantial and progressive reduction of types of
supponthat induce uncompetitive production, such as
production and export subsidies.

B Management-related activities: Developing domestic
policies that maximize the benefits of trade liberalization
for sustainable development
For developing countries to benefit from the
liberalization of trading systems,they should
implement the following policies, as appropriate:
a ~te
a domestic environment supportive of an
optimal balance between production for the domestic
and export markets and remove biasesagainst exports
and discourage inefficient import-substitution;
b Promote the policy framework and the
infrastructure required to improve the efficiency of
export and import trade as well as the functioning of
domestic markets.
The following policies should be adopted by
developing countries with respectto commodities
consistent with market efficiency:
a Expand processing, distribution and improve
marketing praCticesand the competirivenessof the
commodity seCtor;
b Diversify in order to reduce dependenceon
commodity exports;
C RefleCtefficient and sustainable use of faCtors of
production in the formation of commodity prices,
including the reflection of environmental, social and
resourcescostS.
FInancingandcostevaluationThe Conference secretariat
has estimated the average total annual cost (19932.000) of implementing the activities in this programme
area to be about $8.8 billion from the international
community on grant or concessionalterms. These are
indicative and order of magnirude estimates only and
have not been reviewed by governments. Acrual costs
and financial terms, including any that are nonconcessional, will depend upon, inter alia, the specific
strategiesand programmes governments decide upon
for implementation.

A sound environment, on the other hand, provides the
ecological and other resourcesneededto sustain
growth and underpin a continuing expansion of trade.
An open, multilateral trading system, supported by the
adoption of sound environmental policies, would have
a positive impact on the environment and contribute to
sustainable development.
International cooperation in the environmental field
is growing, and in a number of casestrade provisions
in multilateral environment agreementShave played a
role in tackling global environmental challenges.Trade
measureshave thus been used in certain specific
instances, where considered necessary,to enhancethe
effectivenessof environmental regulations for the
protection of the environment. Such regulations should
addressthe root causesof environmental degradation
so as not to result in unjustified restrictions on trade.
The challenge is to ensure that trade and environment
policies are consistent and reinforce the processof
sustainable development. However, account should be
taken of the fact that environmental standards valid for
developed countries may have unwarranted social and
economic costSin developing countries.
Objectives,Governments
shouldstriveto meetthe
following objectives, through relevant multilateral
forums, including GA'lT, UNCID and other
international organizations:
a To make international trade and environment
policies mutually supportive in favour of sustainable
development;
b To clarify the role of GA'lT, UNCID and other
international organizations in dealing with trade and
environment-related issues,including, where relevant,
conciliation procedure and dispute settlement;
c To encourage international productivity and
competitiveness and encourage a constructive role on
the patr of industty in dealing with environment and
development issues.

B Makingtradeandenvironmentmutuallysupportive
Actlvltla Developing an environment/trade and
Basisfor actioo. Environment and trade policies should
be mutually supportive. An open, multilateral trading
system makes possible a more efficient allocation and
use of resourcesand thereby contributes to an increase
in production and incomes and to lesseningdemands
on the environment. It thus provides additional
resourcesneededfor economic groWth and
development and improved environmental protection.
Expansion
of worldtradehas
beenunevenlyspreadwith
onlya limitednumberof
developingcountries
achievinganappreciable
growthin exports.
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development agenda
Governments should encourage GAlT, UNCID and
other relevant international and regional economic
institutions to examine, in accordance with their
respective mandates and compecences,the following
propositions and principles:
a Elaborate adequate studies for the better understanding of the relationship between trade and environ-

The Rio message
ment for the promotion of sustainable development;
was of solidarity
b Promote a dialogue between trade, development
pronouncing the
and environment communities;
equality and partnership c In those caseswhen trade measuresrelated to
of all people,their
environment are used, ensure transparency and
common responsibility
compatibility with international obligations;
for one world. Industrial d Deal with the root causesof environment and
countriesbeara special
development problems in a manner that avoids the
responsibility.Germany adoption of environmental measuresresulting in
unjustified restrictions on trade; .
hasseta goal to reduce
CQ. emissionsby 23-30
. Seekto avoid the use of trade restrictions or
per cent by the year
distonions as a means to offset differences in cost
2005.In order to
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formulate more farand regulations, since their application could lead to
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reachingglobal
measuresthe signatories f Ensure that environment-related regulations or
to the Climate
standards, including those related to health and safety
Conventionhavebeen
standards, do not constitute a means of arbitrary or
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unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction
the first SignatoryStates on trade;
Conference.The
D Ensure that special factors affecting environment
reconstructionof
and trade policies in the developing countries are borne
easternGermanyand
in mind in the application of environmental standards,
the rehabilitation of
as well as in the use of any trade measures.It is wonh
the former communist
noting that standards that are valid in the most
countriesin Europe
advanced countries may be inappropriate and of
makegreat demands.
unwarranted social cost for the developing countries;
But we are strongly
h Encourage participation of developing countries in
committed to the
multilateral agreementsthrough such mechanisms as
developingcountries
special transitional rules;
and to breaking the
i Avoid unilateral actions to deal with environmental
vicious circle of poverty, challengesoutside the jurisdiction of the imponing
country. Environmental measuresaddressing
population growth
and environmental
transborder or global environmental problems should,
destruction.A
as far as possible, be based on an international
consensus.Domestic measurestargeted to achieve
dynamicprocess
was begun in Rio.
Dr Helmut Kohl

Chancellor
FederalRepublic
ofGermany

certain environmental objectives may need trade
measuresto render them effective. Should trade policy
measuresbe found necessaryfor the enforcement of
environmental policies, certain principles and rules
should apply. These could include, inter alia, the
principle of non-discrimination; the principle that the
trade measure chosen should be the least traderestrictive necessaryto achieve the objectives; an
obligation to ensure transparency in the use of trade
measuresrelated to the environment and to provide
adequate notification of national regulations; and
the need to give consideration to the special conditions
and developmental requirements of developing
countries as they move towards internationally
agreed environmental objectives;
j Develop more precision, where necessary,and
clarify-the relationship between GATTprovisions and
some of the multilateral measuresadopted in the
environment area;
k Ensure public input in the formation, negotiation
and implementation of trade policies as,a means of
fostering increased transparency in the light of
country-specific conditions;
I Ensure that environmental policies provide the
appropriate legal and institutional framework to
respond to new needsfor the protection of the
environment that may result from changesin
production and trade specialization.

c
Bailforaction Investment is critical to the ability of
developing countries to achieve neededeconomic
groWth to improve the welfare of their populations and
to meet their basic needsin a sustainable manner, all
without deteriorating or depleting the resource base
that underpins development. Sustainabledevelopment
requires increasedinvestment, for which domestic and
external financial resourcesare needed.Foreign private
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investment and the retUrn of flight capital, which
depend on a healthy investment climate, are an
important source of financial resources.Many
developing countries have experienced a decadelong situation of negative net transfer of financial
resources,during which their financial receipts were
exceededby payments they had to make, in particular
for debt-servicing. As a result, domestically mobilized
resourceshad to be transferred abroad instead of being
invested locally in order to promote sustainable
economic development.
For many developing countries, the reactivation of
development will not take place without an early and
durable solution to the problems of external indebtedness,taking into account the fact that, for many
developing countries, external debt burdens are a
significant problem. The burden of debt-service payments on those countries has imposed severeconstraints on their abilitY to accelerategroWth and
eradicate poverty and has led to a contraction in
imports, investment and consumption. External
indebtednesshas emerged as a main factor in the
economic stalemate in the developing countries.
Continued vigorous impleD1entationof the evolving
international debt strategy is aimed at restoring debtor
countries' external financial viabilitY, and the
resumption ,of their groWth and development would
assistin achieving sustainable groWth and development. In this context, additional financial resourcesin
favour of developing countries and the efficient
utilization of such resourcesare essential.
ObjectivesThe specific requirements for the
implementation of the sectoral and cross-sectoral
programmes included in Agenda 2.1are dealt with in
the relevant programme areasand in Otapter 33.
Activities
A Meeting international targets of official development
assistancefunding
As discussedin Chapter 33, new and additional
resourcesshould be provided to suppon Agenda 2.1
programmes.
B Addressing the debt issue
In regard to the external debt incurred with commercial banks, the progress being made under the
strengthened debt strategy is recognized and a more
rapid implementation of this strategy is encouraged.
Some countries have already benefited from the
combination of sound adjustment policies and
commercial bank debt reduction or equivalent
measures.The international community encourages:
a Other countries with heavy debts to banks to
negotiate similar commercial bank debt reduction
with their creditors;
b The parties to such a negotiation to take due
account of both the medium-term debt reduction and
new money requirements of the debtor country;
C Multilateral institutions actively engagedin the
strengthened international debt strategy to continue
to suppon debt-reduction packagesrdated to
commercial bank debt with a view to ensuring that
the magnitude of such financing is consonant with the
evolving debt strategy;
d Creditor banks to participate in debt and debtservice reduction;
8 Strengthenedpolicies to attract direct investment,
avoid unsustainable levels of debt and foster the return
of flight capital.
With regard to debt owed to official bilateral
creditors, the recent measurestaken by the Paris Club
with regard to more generous tenns of relief to the
poorest most indebted countries are welcomed.
Ongoing effons to implement these "Trinidad terms"
measuresin a manner commensurate with the
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to entrepreneurship. In developed countries, continuing
policy reform and adjustment, including appropriate
savings rates, would help generate resourcesto suppon
the transition to sustainable development both
domestically and in devdoping countries.
Good management that fosters the association of
effective, efficient, honest, equitable and accountable
public administration with individual rights and
opponunities is an essentialelement for sustainable,
broadly baseddevelopment and sound economic
performance at aU development levels. AU countries
should increasetheir efforts to eradicate mismanagement of public and private affairs, including corruption, taking into account the factors responsible for, and
agents involved in, this phenomenon. Many indebted
developing countries are undergoing structural adjustment programmes relating to debt rescheduling or new
loans. While such programmes are necessaryfor
improving the balance in fiscal budgets and balance-ofpayments accounts, in some casesthey have resulted in
adversesocial and environmental effects, such as cuts
in allocations for health care, education and
environmental protection. It is imponant to ensure that
structural adjustment programmes do not have
negative impacts on the environment and social
development so that such programmes can be more in
line with the objectives of sustainable devdopment.
payments capacity of those countries and ina way that
gives additional support to their economic reform
efforts are welcomed. The substantial bilateral debt
reduction undertaken by some creditor countries is also
welcomed, and others which are in a position to do so
are encouraged to take similar action.
The actions of low-income countries with
substantial debt burdens which continue, at great
cost, to servicetheir debt and safeguardtheir
creditworthiness are commended. Particular attention
should be paid to their resourceneeds.Other debtdistresseddeveloping countries which are making great
efforts to continue to servicetheir debt and meet their
external financial obligations also deservedue attention.
In connection with multilateral debt, it is urged that
serious attention be given to continuing to work
towards growth-oriented solutions to the problem of
developing countries with serious debt-servicing
problems, including those whose debt is mainly to
official creditors or to multilateral financial institutions.
Particularly in the caseof low-income countries in the
processof economic reform, the support of the
multilateral financial institutions in the form of new
disbursements and the use of their concessionalfunds is
welcomed. The use of support groups should be
continued in providing resourcesto clear arrears of
countries embarking upon vigorous economic reform
programmes supported by IMF and the World Bank.
Measures by the multilateral financial institutions
such as the refinancing of interest on non-concessional
loans with IDA reflows - "fifth dimension" - are noted
with appreciation.
Financing and cost evaluation SeeChapter 33.

D Encouraging
economicpoliciesconduciveto
sustainabledevelopment
Basisforaclion The unfavourable external environment
facing developing countries makes domestic resource
mobilization and efficient allocation and utilization
of domestically mobilized resourcesall the more
important for the promotion of sustainable
development. In a number of countries, policies are
necessaryto correct misdirected public spending, large
budget deficits and other macroeconomic imbalances,
restrictive policies and distortions in the areasof
exchange rates, investment and finance, and obstacles
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ObjectivesIt is necessaryto establish, in the light of the
country-specific conditions, economic policy refonns
that promote the efficient planning and utilization of
resourcesfor sustainable development through sound
economic and social policies, fOSterentrepreneurship
and the incorporation of social and environmental
costs in resource pticing, and remove sourcesof
distortion in the area of trade and investment.
Management-relaled
activities Promoting sound
economic policies
A The industrialized countries and other countries in a
position to do so should strengthen their efforts:
a To encourage a stable and predictable international
economic environment, particularly with regard to
monetary stability, real rates of interest and
fluctuations in key exchange rates;
b To stimulate savings and reduce fiscal deficits;
c To ensure that the processesof policy COordination
take into account the interests and concerns of the
developing countries, including the need to promote
positive action [0 support the efforts of the least
developed countries to halt their marginalization
in the world economy;
d To undertake appropriate national macroeconomic
and structural policies aimed at promoting noninflationary groWth, narrowing their major external
imbalances and increasing the adjustment capacity of
their economies.
B Developing countries should consider strengthening
[heir efforts to implement sound economic policies:
a That maintain the monetary and fiscal
discipline required to promote price stability
and external balance;
b That resul[ in realistic exchange rates;
C That raise domestic savings and investment, as well
as improve returns to inveStment.
More specifically, all countries should develop
policies ma[ improve efficiency in the allocation
of resourcesand take full advantage of the
opportunities offered by the changing global
economic environment. In particular, wherever
appropria[e, and taking into account nationaI
strategiesand objectives, countries should:
I Remove the barriers to progress caused by bureaucratic inefficiencies, adminiStrative strains, unnecessary
controls and the neglect of market conditions;
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ii Promote transparency in administration
and decision-making;
III Encourage the ptivate sector and foster
entrepreneurship by improving institutional facilities
for enterprise creation and market entry. The essential
objective would be to simplify or remove the
restrictions, regulations and formalities that make it
more complicated, costly and time-consuming to set up
and operate enterprises in many developing countries;
Iv Promote and suppon the investment and
infrastructure required for suStainableeconomic
growth and diversification on an environmentally
sound and sustainable basis;
v Provide scopefor appropriate economic
instruments, including market mechanisms,in
harmony with the objectives of sustainable
development and fulfilment of basic needs;

Chapter3

vi Promote the operation of effective tax systems
and financial sectors;
viI Provide opportunities for small-scale enterprises, both farm and non-farm, and for the indigenous
population and local communities to contribute
fully to the attainment of sustainable development;
viII Remove biasesagainst exports and in favour of
inefficient import substitution and establish policies
that allow them to benefit fully from the flows of
foreign investment, within the framework of
national, social, economic and developmental goals;
Ix Promote the creation of a domestic economic
environment supportive of an optimal balance between production for the domestic and export markets.
Financing and &OS1
evaluation $50 million from rite
international community on grant or concessional tenDS.

Combatingpoverty
Enabling the poor to achieve sustainable livelihoods

Basisfor action. Poverty is a complex multidimensional
problem with origins in both the national and
international domains. No uniform solution can be
found for global application. Rather,country-specific
programmes to tackle poverty and international
efforts supporting national efforts, as well as the
parallel process of creating a supportive international
environment, are crucial for a solution to this problem.
The eradication of poverty and hunger, greater equity
in income distribution and human resource
development remain major challengeseverywhere.
The struggle against poverty is the shared responsibility
of all countries.
While managing resourcessustainably, an environmental policy that focusesmainly on the conservation
and protection of resourcesmust take due account of
those who depend on the resourcesfor their livelihoods. Otherwise it could have an adverseimpact both
on poverty and on chancesfor long-term successin
resource and environmental conservation. Equally, a
development policy that focusesmainly on increasing
the production of goods without addressingthe sustainability of the resourceson which production is
based will SOoneror later run into declining productivity, which could also have an adverseimpact on
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poverty. A specific anti-poverty strategy is therefore
one of the basic conditions for ensuring suStainable
development. An effective Strategyfor tackling the
problems of poverty, development and environment
simultaneously should begin by focusing on resources,
production and people and should cover demographic
issues,enhanced health care and education, the rights
of women, the role of youth and of indigenous people
and local communities and a democratic participation
processin association with improved governance.
Integral to such action is, together with
international support, the promotion of economic
growth in developing countries that is both sustained
and sustainable and direct action in eradicating
poverty by strengthening employment and incomegenerating programmes.
Objedives The long-termobjectiveof enablingall
people to achieve sustainable livelihoods should
provide an integrating factor that allows policies to
addressissuesof development, sustainable resource
management and poverty eradication simultaneously.
The objectives of this programme area are:
a To provide all persons urgently with the
opportunity to earn a sustainable livelihood;
b To implement policies and strategiesthat promote
adequate levels of funding and focus on integrated

